
Nothing Effective Action and Implementation against rapid Climate Worsening.
The Decisive Cause of Difficulty in Launching Global Climate Wartime Regime
＝Your Business(Life)as Usual. 2021/10/11,12,13,14

In anywars in the past,there were no possibility of global mass extinctiion,while only climate
is entirely not ,thereby Climate Wartime Regime with GHQ is inevitable !!!,
*GHQ=General Head Quater managing and watching global climate operation,

In facing climate actual policy,you would be hesitate,because it is too big to solve.
However,for example,100%? renewable energy home life is realizable by solar & wind
power .Your government now will not tell truth and not save you in climate(covid)
hell,thereby,it is all of You united with a Truth who order government to act<Actual
Democracy aiming All People Surviving>.
Once people recognized supreme cisis,they would do their best. Bet it !!!

❶Basic Income save all people life in necessary drastic business & industry change.
❷100%?Rrenewable Energy in home,office,not production fuculty.
❸80% Renewable Energy in Industy <endeavoring in running after starting>
❹Global Operation on Arctic Methane Risk and 80% Renewable Energy<❷❸>
100% Renewable Energy is highly sufficient in technology & resource(wind&solar).
Big consumer iron&chemistry,etc shall be considered in running.This is war,so we should
endure poverty life for the time being.In orde to intercept inflation due to deficits in some
material ,wartime rationing may be inevitable to secure high priority needs.

[１]：Climate Operation the Introduction and Conclusion.
2020 must have accomplished launching Global Climate Wartime Regime,but Covid
Outbreak had broken the climate emergency operation<by not accident,but evil plot>.
For all,Covid now is unprecedently imminent threat and suffer which must be urgently
terminated by All People Testing to judge who continue business and who go hospital.
Note massive vaccinated has risk of ADE(immunodeficiency),unless testing and treatment.

While we think climate less imminent threat and suffer than Covid, but,Climate Virus is
Supremely Largest Mankind Extinction Event which must urgently be attacked to intercept,
Because climate virus is so rapid and strong to cause irreversible damage now heading to
extinction,unless globally rapid and largest treatment by All People Co-operation.
Conclusion telling,there could not be climate salvation,unless globally exposing deadly
climate emergency fact toward all people in<Business(Life) as Usual=the Climate Virus>.
by someone the strong authority on Climate Science.



Conclusion:
Already the Climate Conclusion([２]A,B)had been completed,so now is time to design and
implement Climate Engeneering of Business as not Usual<=Climate Wartime Regeime>.
Then the establishment will not change,because both Covid & Climate are secret operation
EndGame aiming ultra elite only surviving strategy by exterminating global mass population.
At this time,elites are weak and unreliable enough being worry own status decline.
Thereby it is All of Us-Ownself who now have confirmed climate worsening and so at first
must change by Own Responsibility.Especially note climate virus is nothing,but your
Busines(Life)as Usual itself which has been massively proliferating climate virus(=CO2).
As having known the deadly fact,by anymore,it could not be allowed to do nothing in the
same way by everyone doing nothing in the same way.
Thus,this can not become nothing,but Global Revolution by Global Unite with a Truth.

That is ,Do or Die !!.
"I have to change not to change to live" <Luchino-Visconti movie-The Leopard>.

[２]：GLOBAL OPERATION with GHQ<General Head Quater>.
(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.
Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester.R.Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now
aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.
2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

(C):Design and Implementation on Business(Life)as not Usual.
*Note it is not that author himself do not know this important details well.
Basic Income needs big tax is illwill lie,but can save all peoples life in any regime change.
http://www.777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
*This work was done by strong necessity,however the results are insufficient.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
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Planning Wartime ECONOMICS with GHQ. Employment and Assuring People’s Life in the
Wartime Regime.Under GHQ ruling,people must be soldiers or post gun wartime co-workers.
This is big calculation of Planned Wartime ECONOMICS. Rearrangement on Industry
Configuration with Employment plan is kernel in order to enable operation{A,B}.

⑴The Decisive Cause of Difficulty in Launching Global Climate Wartime Regime
＝Your Business(Life)as Usual.
→Business(Life)as not Usual=Global Climate Wartime Regime.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
In anywars in the past,there were no possibility of global mass extinctiion,while only climate
is entirely not,thereby Climate Wartime Regime with GHQ is inevitable !!!,
*GHQ=General Head Quater managing and watching global operation,

⑵Stop Arctic Bomb and Save Foods and Energy at First !!!!
Start Nation Supplying on necessary service system and weapons for Renewable Energy
Change due to OVERWHELMING DEMAND of PEOPLE !.Thus decisive market
demand=strong job is created to assure income,while ancient regime goods is to decline.
Important Caution on No more Debate,but Action First !!!

Note in any wars in the past,wartime regime was not debated,but implementation was first.
That is,at first, start running,and 2nd think in running !!!.For example,(A)(B) are urgent
international operations,while (C)is domestic by each nations endeavoring
(B)In order to rapidly accomplish 80% renewable energy change,production of solar and
wind turbine etc becomeWeapon Makers for rapid implementation.Start design and
constructing on cloud making machine for rapid climate stabilizing not to be too late.
(B)Start design and constructing on global forestization and marine algae cultivation,etc
(A)Start design and constructing on cloud making machine
(A)Start design and constructing on Nares Strait Gate

(C)Start supplying on necessary service system and weapons for renewable energy change
due to overwhelming demand of the people,
*self-sufficient foods supply regime constructing by large national investment on money and
manpower.This cost would be compensated by inevitable future foods crisis.Now global
monetary resource may be rich enough to rise only stock market price,while actual economy
decline due to Covid and etc.It is a decadent monetary to turn rich(nations exploiting) and
poor(nations exploited) gap compesation in altogether surviving strategy .
⑶GLOBAL OPERATION with GHQ.
UN=IPCC was once general head quater on climate policy,however their results had caused
todays terrible worsening,the elites did not work for All the Nation People.
How to unite all the nation people demand to accomplish desireable GHQ ??.
In order to get the actual victory,good ability GHQ is inevitable.

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf


APPENDIX_1:How to rapidly(but temporally)Pull Down Global Temperature.
It is fatal ill fever caused by verified virus CO2,then also urgent cooling down drug=Cloud
Making Machine would be indispensable to stabilize climate without expensive disaters.

Contributed to the intergovernmental panel on climate change Mr. Manabe and others
won the Nobel Prize in Physics
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/bc2aae422088aaa48a2deee7aa18b7a03b065d69
Calculation of 25 years to stop the temperature rise by 80% reduction and 40 years to
return to the past normal value <0-dimensional model>
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

On the large fluctuations of climate variables such as temperature, it is normal distribution
(central limit theorem in semi-random fluid dynamics field)with solar cycle fluctuations.
http://www.777true.net/Global-Surface-Temperature_GST_Fluctuation-Analysis.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf

CO2 absorption capability{ocean and large forest}is data at that time of 2015,
This might become optimistic calculation due to the data now having gotten worse.
Therefore, forced ocean cooling by geo-engineering would be inevitable.
Invest immediate experiment in Cloud Brightening(Making)Machines! !! !! !! !!
Above all,this machine’s success could overcome the desperate of it is too late !
Actual example: volcano explosion with more clouds and less sunshine
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/1510/global-effects-of-mount-pinatubo
Pinatubo injected about 15 million tons of sulfur dioxide into the stratosphere,
Consequently, over the next 15 months, scientists measured a drop in the average global
temperature of about 1 degree F (0.6 degrees C).

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/
Actual Past Record
the Verification Test
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APPENDIX_2:Sea-Going Cloud Making Machine<ocean cooling>.
How artificially brightened clouds could stop climate change<<important!>>
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20190220-how-artificially-brightened-clouds-could-stop-climate-change

Prof Stephen Salter (UK)calculates that a fleet of 300 of his autonomous ships could reduce
global temperatures by 1.5C.
Climate 'tech fixes' urged for Arctic methane 17 March 2012
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
Depending on the size and location, Prof Salter said that in the order of 100 towers would be
needed to counteract Arctic warming.
Sea-going hardware for the cloud albedo method of reversing global warming
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rsta.2008.0136#sec-7
NASA | Ship Tracks Reveal Pollution's Effects on Clouds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vsri2sOAjWo
NASA Satellite Shows ‘Ship Tracks’ Over Atlantic, Pacific Oceans
https://gcaptain.com/nasa-satellite-shows-ship-tracks-over-atlantic-pacific-ocean/
Could spraying particles into marine clouds help cool the planet? 2017/2/25
https://www.washington.edu/news/2017/07/25/could-spraying-particles-into-marine-clouds-help-cool-the-planet/

The Silver Lining Project - aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions with controlled seawater spray

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EC22nUwDTQw

APPENDIX_3:Intensive Design on Long Years Climate Wartime Regime
As is seen in APPENDIX_1,the victory operation takes almost decades years long.
Thereby,Climate Wartime Regime is inevitable to accomplish stability general .This details is
essential,but deleted at now......By anyhow,start running,and then think in running.
.............
APPENDIX_4:People Must Do Unite to simply Call for Nation Support on
❶Minimum Life Assurance by Basic Income System
Energy Business with related goods is to change drastically,some grows,while some must
decline.If you are against,all of massive others would be fired.

❷Renewable Energy Instrument Support as Climate Weapons.
Essentially this is paradoxically optimistic task due to the technology and resource
100pct Renewable Energy is Possible
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
The technology on Wind Turbine and Solar Generator could be told sufficiently established.
<Marine wave power,Geothermal,.........author don’t know well>
Now R&D on the technology still has been accellerated due to the large demands.
Coarsely to tell,globally,the resource for Renewable Energy is highly sufficient,however it
depend on regional condition,so the mutual support between who have and who not have is
necessary.

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20190220-how-artificially-brightened-clouds-could-stop-climate-change
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
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Global Final Energy Consumption 2014
Possible Total
Resource

At now citation

Global Final Energy
Consumption 2014

12.5TW.y 12.5TW.y wikipedia

Wind Power 56～148TW 0.43TW https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10
.1088/1748-9326/8/1/015021/pdf

Solar 23000TW 0.16TW https://waitbutwhy.com/2015/06/the
-deal-with-solar.html

Marine Power 5.4～24GW wikipedia
Hydropower 2TW 1.1TW https://www.worldenergy.org/data/re

⑴in Home(officem...etc,but not Industry).
For example,solar(water)heater is incomplete(cloudy day),but substantially reduce virus
CO2 drastically in home,office, factory,etc) .solar generator is almost the same.
Wind Turbine is the best cost perfomance at now,however depend on region of the resource
(perpetual strong wind=best(=good business by good supplier)～on seaside lines,high
lands).This should not be task of individual,but public local region(villege,town) task.
Because large scale is sperior in cost performance.But it is not that small is not good.

⑵Author case on cheap Heat Pipe(1366W/m2x1.2m2~1000W?) & Solar Panel(300W).
Shinyday working time does’ nt need Electric Power buying,but ice box,washer,sweeper
<poor converter for large initial current of motor>.Following are coarse evaluation.

⒜Solar Panel(max power=300W)
PC,&..Lightning=60W→cloudy(0.5) and shiny(0.5) daytime(9AM~4PM=7hours)get about
0.5x7hx(100W surplus),which shoud pay for battery charging or H2gas generation.
*Ordinal cheap battery easily become deterioration,H2 needs rather expensive cost.

⒝Heat Pipe(1366W/m2x1.2m2~1000W?)..
https://jp-ecol.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/manual_snh_10f.pdf
Alone life author need only cassette propan gas bombe about (250g)x10/month.Weak point
is cloudy days,however heat pipe absorbs air and environmental radiation heat causing
higher efficiency.Thereby,heated water is not so cold in severe winter.→reducing gas
consuming.In shiny summer,heated water does not need boiling by gas.
*propan gas weight=1.992kg/m3,Average consuming/month=1.992kg/m3x43m3/4=21.4kg/p
**Propan gas reducing rate=250gx10/21.4kg=12%.
**This is the cheapest model<Ordinal model is twice time capacity>.In cold winter,author
now take less wamer shower for cold resistance training.Howeve good lucky shiny day in
coldest season,hot bath is available,
***gabbage branch burning to get heat for cocker & water boiling.This is CO2 recycling.

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/8/1/015021/pdf
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/8/1/015021/pdf
https://waitbutwhy.com/2015/06/the-deal-with-solar.html
https://waitbutwhy.com/2015/06/the-deal-with-solar.html
https://www.worldenergy.org/data/re
https://jp-ecol.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/manual_snh_10f.pdf


⒞A CONCLUSION derived by ⑵ :
If author has sufficinet money,he could by anyhow,realize 100%? renewable energy home
life without inconvenient. gas is exchanged by electric heater powered by good performance
battery.Note it`s not convenient,but cheap direct solar heating on cocker is available.
`search web by “solar cooker,picture",or “solar hot box,picture”.
This has been actually realized in some shiny regions in the world.Thereby,middle class of
stand alone home get rapidly 100% renewable energy home life by an investiment,Then
note solar water heater has essential role !!! Gasoline car is not reccomended in privarte
use,but public emergency use for the time being.Then short distance going by electric motor
bycycle is cheap and easy,because solar can charge it. Long should be public trafic,If this
strategy become national policy,a big progress would be accomplished at once.

*Apartment home become disadvantage,if they has no sufficient large roof & garden etc.
Then they should virtually and equivalently connect with region of rich wind(solar) power
resource by national support in order to conseve equality in getting renewable energy
chance.That is,investiment on business selling power of a region to electric power
company(EPC).By anhow,in order to accomplish equality in getting renewable energy
chance,It would need whole viewing to calculate.→climate wartime economists

⑵Transportation.
The detail study needs experts who cooperate climate wartime regime economics.
Coarsely to tell,Rail Way(street cars)is the best passinger & cargo capacity and energy
efficiency with remarkable low energy.Truck and bus engine should change to H2 gas one.
Construction Machines engine should change to electricity or H2 gas.Gasoline car decline is
inevitable.

 INDUSTRY:
The detail study needs experts who cooperate climate wartime regime economics.
Foods(agri-business),Construction general,Machines(car,electric tools,etc general)
Material(iron,chemistry),ENERGY=oil&gas-electric power(coal,nuclear,hydor & renewable),
ENERGY is our fundamental operation target=(B).
The most troublesome is biggest energy consumer of Material,
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
For the time being of developing new energy,reducing production may be inevitable due to
rapid 80 renewable change strategy the decisive aim.Some material deficit would cause
inflation,so wartime rationing is inevitable to secure high priority needs,
Note by anyhow,for an example,wind turbin resource-itself is highly sufficeint,so we could
get any amount of energy in the principle viewing,
*reducing car production causes material surplus,which should be given to wind turbine one.

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf


 Hydrogen Generation by Electric Power<by Solar and Wind>
Electricity is easy high efficiency energy,while the STORAGE is still expensive at now.
At now,there is no hope, but only H2 conversion method.
“Hydrogen Generation”
Hydrogen / Fuel Cell Strategy Roadmap-Industry-Academia-Government Action Plan
for Realizing a Hydrogen Society- (Overall)
http://hysut.or.jp/outreach/FC195.pdf
H2 making cost at now → 2030
(    $/kW → 442$/ kW) *1kW electric power may be minmum consuming in home.
The device investment on H2 generation at now is expensive for not rich private people.
However corporate or collective people by a local region(public)may be possible.
Once it has become national strategy,the mass production would reduce the cost drastically.
The Decesive Necessity of Starting the Implementation by at Once and Altogether.

Because at now,H2 cost is higher than oil,so business(life)competetion become unfair
between H2 users and oil users,so in the trangient period,it must be compensated by taxing
oil to secure the equlity principle in renewable energy .

⑸Hydrogen Energy Storage and Electric Mortor<the kernel of Renewable Energy>.
“"The Whole View”.

*The left(input)and right(output)small box indicate conversion function.Note tank storage
needs cost of the device,while liquid storage need cost of organic hydryde function.

Now author don’t know well which is better,H2 burning engine or electric mortor powered by
fuel cell(H2).Note now strong engine is fossil fuel,however electric motor is comparable.
Electric Motor the Supreme Efficiency can output almost the same power of oil engine.
⒜World's Largest Electric Locomotive,
http://j.people.com.cn/n3/2020/0730/c95952-9716548.html
The output of the electric locomotive is 28,800 kW, the traction force is 2,280 kN, and the
world record of railway transportation equipment.
⒝The world's best (ship)engine has a maximum output of 80,905kW,
https://www.zmescience.com/science/biggest-most-poweful-engine-world/

⒞Storage H2→Electric Power Conversion.
New H2 fuel cell catalyst employing no high cost Platinum,but cheap Carbon.
https://tech.nikkeibp.co.jp/dm/atcl/mag/15/320913/092200026/?ST=health
http://www.ballard.com/
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⒟Easy Potable Lliquid Storage same as gasoline<Cheap CATALYZER is decisive>..
MCH(Organic Hydride) makes H2 gas easy portable gasoline<liquid storage>
http://hrein.jp/english
https://www.chiyodacorp.com/jp/service/spera-hydrogen/innovations/
Big high pressure tank for H2 storage is a weakpoint in H2 energy.Liquid Storage at now
needs high cost Platinum,which should be turned to something cheap organic catalyzer.
*Bio-catalyzer enzyme enable all kinds(?) of chemical synthesis and decompostion in
constant body temperature and pressure.This is decisive emergent task.

⒠Big Ship(199.9mx35.6m) by Hydrogen Energy.
https://www.nyk.com/csr/pdf/SES2050.pdf
⒡Big Truck by Hydrogen Energy.
https://www.businessinsider.jp/post-33041
⒢24hours Heat Pipe Water Heater<strong CO2 reduction in home>.
https://www.aspessolarproducts.com/solar-products/heat-pipe-collector-solar-water-heater.html
⒣Hydrogen Cooker
https://pureenergycentre.com/hydrogen-cooker/
⒤Surprising!!,heat generation by H nuclear fusion become commercial base before long.
Boiler by "hydrogen nuclear fusion heat" is put into practical use, heat is taken out with metal
laminated chip
https://project.nikkeibp.co.jp/ms/atcl/19/news/00001/02043/?ST=msb&P=1
It shows how many times the heat energy input and consumption can be obtained, which is
said to exceed 12. But no dangerous radiation !!
http://www.777true.net/img0010-General-Analysis-on-Room-Temperature-Nuclear-Fusion.pdf

⑹Absorbing Air CO2 Machine.
Olivine weathering to capture CO2 and counter climate change
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/2016/07/olivine-weathering-to-capture-co2-and-counter-cli
mate-change.html
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
Beyond plants, "artificial photosynthesis", also employs solar cell technology
https://www.itmedia.co.jp/smartjapan/articles/1412/10/news050.html#utm_source=yahoo_v
3&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=20210803-114&utm_term=biz_it_sj-bus_all&utm_co
ntent=rel1-0
The achievements are almost the same as algae excellent photosynthetic ability.
⑺Electricity and Hydrogen Generation by Singular Concept.
This shall be mentioned hereafter,some are authors professional task.

Certainly problem is enough,however giving up is nothing,but defeat.Do or Die at all !!!
Author believe,in facing difficulty,they will invent and improve life at sooon.
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Post Summary:
In the beggining of fatal virus was USA(now Nazis reincarnated ruling),who hided fatal
climate decline by massive fossil fuel consuming.Since then climate counter operation has
been terribly being croocked to paralyze massive people still now in oil pleasure life.
The business(life)as usual is still now the silent,but supreme secret task to conserve.
Thus people had become unconscious death prisoners of the regime not to be against.
However climate worsening have become impossible to hide and deceive,so Covid
explosion was broken out in 2020,which turned to people more isolated by politial distance
strategy.Now nations had become corrupted to destroy nations people(terror politics).Thus
their aim become evident that only urtra wealthiest elites would survive,while massive others
would be exterminated by virus and climate(Operation EndGame).

Hereupon,people must be awaken to know their deadly position and destiny,Thereby also
author tried to disclose how to turn the upside down world in order to survive by altogether
cooperation.This report is evidently not sufficient,but aiming to trriger you ,so you should
survey and disclose better and stronger method toward making global people’s unite.

We should imagine once upon a time life by rotating mind clock back by 150 years,or more
before.Were they really unhappy due to deficit of todays too civilized tools ??
Which is happier life in country or big metroplice life ??
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pn6zEP1TzDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vKaAL9hOS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBUnyPEGIxY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjtU4jrtUBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGq2iAFrr2s

Take the first step in faith. You don t have to see the whole staircase, just take the first step.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.
https://iyashitour.com/archives/28240#page1
https://iyashitour.com/archives/28240/2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pn6zEP1TzDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vKaAL9hOS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBUnyPEGIxY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjtU4jrtUBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGq2iAFrr2s
https://iyashitour.com/archives/28240#page1
https://iyashitour.com/archives/28240/2
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